CASE STUDY

Garry and Rosemary Mills own a Birchwood 29 which they have re-fitted
completely to an exemplary standard. ‘Vin Rouge’ is moored at Brampton
Mill on the river Great Ouse. Not only is the amount of work that has been
carried amazing but so is the high-quality finish that they have achieved
and, as important, continue to retain.
But their interest in Birchwood’s started early. In 2005 Rosemary’s Dad
bought ‘Snowgoose’ a Birchwood 25 Executive in a very sorry state. Rosemary and Garry totally refurbished it and the family had two good seasons
on it before her Dad passed away. They then took ownership of the Birchwood 25, but soon came to realise that they wanted to do more and to
upgrade.
They sold ‘Snowgoose’ and in 2013 found a Birchwood 29 Sedan Sport lying under trees in a yard in Christchurch. They climbed
aboard, up a precarious ladder at the stern, and viewed an empty hull. The boat had been stripped bare by two marine engineers
who had planned a project – which never happened!
They bought the boat as it was and, with a blank sheet of paper started a
restoration programme. They commissioned Rossiter Boatbuilders in
Christchurch to provide a basic finish. The boat stayed over the winter for
specific work to be done. This included: sealing the two original sterndrive
points and making a new one in the centre of the transom for the one affordable engine they had fitted at the time; engine hatch covers; adaptable
seating; full rewiring; re-engine plumbing; lining; installing some original
fittings; fridge housing; electric toilet; sink and shower.
They regularly ventured to Christchurch during the refit to direct and oversee the work being carried out. Rosemary says it maybe was not such a
good idea as they kept having new ideas! But, it was worth it to see how
skilled boat builders work and to learn from their techniques.
The boat was tested on the Solent, a new experience. Later she was
transported, by Interboat, to the River Great Ouse. Then they say the fun
started . . . they fitted her out with everything they could afford.
Garry did a lot of the refit himself such as: tiling in the head; making and
upgrading existing and fitting new and interior fittings; installing an electric windlass, anchor lights, solar panels, battery boxes and anything
they felt they could still improve upon. And, as Rosemary is a designer,
whatever else she thought was required! Garry did all the varnishing and
every year rubs down all the woodwork and re-varnishes inside and out.
(He also took the RYA Skipper and Yachtsman courses.)
ï The head and shower cubicle has been designed to be practical and
functional and is presented in the elegant style of the rest of the interior.
Engine
The engine was replaced by a
Yanmar 315 6lp diesel with a
turbo charger, by Marlex Marine
at Buckden Marina. This provides power to a ZT370 sterndrive with a dual prop which
gives them economical and
comfortable cruising at up to 12
knots. Then it’s an easy transition up to 23 plus when the
turbo kicks in - and when this
power and speed is needed.
With the addition of twin tabs
the stability, speed and economy are improved when ‘Vin
Rouge’ is at sea.
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Navigation, Communications, Controls, Security
A Raymarine plotter was installed as was a VHF radio. Security cameras are fitted at front and rear. Auto pilot fire extinguishers are strategically placed. There’s a Mastervolt inverter. A fridge. Four leisure batteries and a starter battery are supplemented by a generator and solar
panels. 12 and 240 V sockets throughout and USB points. They have
bow and stern thrusters. 360 mayday floodlight. Onshore power.
Dimmer lights. Nightsailing lights. Fusion radio. Surround sound
speaker system.
Permateek decking is
layed throughout, with table points and matching
Permateek table tops
throughout the boat.
A Wybasto system provides warm air heating and
hot water. Weather instruments. Satellite and smart
TV and big screen TV in
the bow. Wine cabinet. Fan
heater.
Interior
New padded head liners were cut to size and installed throughout the
boat in off-white. Finishing touches are stainless steel mirrored portholes. Rosemary’s design and styling background is noticeable with
the navy, red and white furnishings, the new upholstery and the many
accoutrements she has
added.
The tinted windows are
original and no leaks have
been detected!
The tinted patio doors are
also original and these
Garry’s Commodore seat is also in off-white and,
help keep the interior
on a Zwardiss pedestal, provides comfort on long
moisture free.
voyages and whilst at sea.
Everything on board ‘Vin
Rouge’ has been designed with flair and with comfort and style in mind. Also for practicality and performance where and when it’s needed.
The tender and outboard are on quick release davits on the bathing platform so they
can step on and off the dinghy securely.

‘Vin Rouge’ has a very good hull for a 35 year old boat, her original grp still gleams
and everything else that’s new makes her special.
Every year she is taken out of the water, the hull is polished, the teak revarnished
and is given all of Rosemary and Garry’s tlc.
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The Mills have had three years of cruising their
beautiful Birchwood 29. This includes several trips
into The Wash, via the challenging 100 Foot Drain
from Earith, with amazing sunrises and sunsets.
The flat calm out towards Hunstanton on a good
tide is memorable, as well as meeting the fishing
fleet, and having the Kings Lynn pilot boat powering by. Also memorable was their trip to Wells Next
the Sea in the company of six other boats cruising
at a very economical and comfortable 12 knots.
Now and then Garry was able to open her up to 23
plus, and then - cut back to travel the Great Ouse
at 4 or 7 knots in barely enough water to float! This
and the importance of the timing on the 100 Foot
kept them vigilant. Never a dull moment.

This is an original Birchwood 29 - solid, stable and traditional in style but with all the mod cons of a new boat.
Rosemary and Garry love their boat and, even with costs far exceeding the norm, they consider it has been a worthwhile investment. It is truly one of the most well finished boats on our waterways.
As Rosemary is a designer she says she can’t help herself and just keeps creating and giving Garry more ideas to change and
improve what they have done. Together they prototype and mock-up before agreeing and making final finishes. Rosemary also
made up the furnishings and designed the decor to be cost effective, practical, stylish, comfortable and to make use of every inch
of space.
They have several lifejackets on board as well as a full rescue line.
They also have a short section of decorative rope (similar to those seen on narrowboats) attached to the roof (on each
side) which not only assists stepping off
when coming in to any mooring but also
helps them to pull the boat in should the
wind be blowing off the land. Once the
boat is steady they use the mooring
lines.
Of primary importance is their log book
which has recorded from day one everything they have done since they purchased the Birchwood 29 - including the
weather! This is overseen and logged by
Rosemary’s 92 year old Mum.
Well done Rosemary, Garry and Mum.
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